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THE XMM-NEWTON EPIC PN CAMERA: SPECTRAL AND TEMPORAL PROPERTIES OFTHE INTERNAL BACKGROUNDM.J. Freyberg1, U.G.Briel1, K.Dennerl1, F.Haberl1, G.Hartner1, E.Kendziorra2, and M.Kirsh21Max-Plank-Institut f�ur extraterrestrishe Physik, Giessenbahstra�e, 85748 Garhing, Germany2Institut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik Universit�at T�ubingen, Abteilung Astronomie, Sand 1, 72076 T�ubingen, GermanyAbstratWe present a summary of spetral and temporal prop-erties of the internal bakground in the EPIC pn ameraaboard XMM-Newton using the �lter wheel \Closed" and\CalClosed" positions. This is also ompared with sieneobservations (thin �lter).Key words: Missions: XMM-Newton { EPIC pn { �lterwheel { alibration { X-ray uoresene { bakground1. IntrodutionThe performane of the EPIC pn amera (Pfe�ermannet al. 1999, Str�uder et al. 2001) aboard XMM-Newton isveri�ed in orbit by observations of dediated astrophysialobjets (e.g. Haberl et al. 2002) as well as by exposures us-ing the �lter wheel in \Closed" and \CalClosed" positions(see Freyberg et al. 2002 and referenes therein). Closeddata are used to analyse the internal bakground over thewhole available energy range without \disturbane" byosmi X-rays or energeti partiles passing through thetelesope. Above the highest energy of the internal al-ibration soure emission in the CalClosed data (i.e. theMn-K� line at � 6:4 keV) the events an also be usedto investigate spatial, spetral, and temporal propertiesof the detetor. This �lter position is also used when nosienti� observations an be performed due to high radi-ation. The spatial properties of the internal bakgroundhave been desribed by Freyberg et al. (2002), here weonentrate on spetral and temporal features.2. Global spetraFigure 1 shows a spetrum of all available \CalClosed"data in nominal setup in FullFrame (FF) and Extended-FullFrame (eFF) modes, with a total integration time of1258ks. The upper panel ontains the spetrum of single-pixel events while in the bottom panel only double-pixelevents are used. Due to the high statistis also weak linesare learly visible like Au-L� (11.4keV) or the Mo-K� andMo-K� lines at 17.4 and 19.6 keV (bottom), respetively.Espeially the only very small deviation of the high-energylines (< 0:3%) from the nominal positions demonstratesthe auray of the energy orretions even beyond the

Figure 1. EPIC pn spetra of 1258 ks merged \CalClosed" data(internal alibration soure) with single-pixel events (top) anddouble-pixel events (bottom), 10 eV bins. Charateristi line en-ergies are marked. The singles spetrum uts o� at � 15 keVdue to the onboard MIP rejetion (see Appendix) and higherenergies are only obtained with doubles. For details see text.X-ray telesope energy band. Similarly in Fig. 2 spetraof merged \Closed" data are shown for singles (top) anddoubles (bottom), with an integration time of 105 ks.3. Seleted spetraFigure 3 ompares the single (upper panel) and double(lower panel) spetra of a long \CalClosed" measurementPro. Symposium `New Visions of the X-ray Universe in the XMM-Newton and Chandra Era' 26{30 November 2001,ESTEC, The NetherlandsESA SP-488, August 2002 eds. F. Jansen & TBD
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Figure 2. EPIC pn spetra of 105 ks merged \Closed" data (in-ternal bakground), similar to Fig. 1: singles (top), doubles(bottom), with several line positions for illustration purposes.Both panels have the same relative ordinate dynami range.Table 1. EPIC pn data sets mentioned expliitly in the textIdenti�er Mode{Filter t [ks℄ Date0059 0122320701 PNS003 FF{Closed 49.5 05-04-20000080 0124700101 PNS003 FF{CalClosed 69.0 17-05-20000089 0125960201 PNS003 FF{Thin1 14.0 04-06-20000242 0109890301 PNS005 FF{CalClosed 76.4 04-04-20010321 0112480201 PNS001 eFF{Thin1 13.3 09-09-20010355 0106660401 PNS003 eFF{Closed 30.0 16-11-2001(0080 0124700101 PNS003, blak) with a \Closed" expo-sure (0059 0122320701 PNS003, blue) done with similaronditions (see Tab. 1). Above � 7 keV the spetra agreeremarkably well whih shows that the high-energy inter-nal bakground an not only be inferred from \Closed"but also from \CalClosed" data. This is exploited in thenarrow-band uoresent images by Freyberg et al. (2002).The di�erent spetral slope for single (PATTERN=0) anddouble (1� PATTERN� 4) event spetra (e.g. Fig. 2) for ex-posure 0059 0122320701 PNS003 is illustrated in Fig. 4.The pattern distributions (top) and frations (bottom)are plotted for singles, doubles, triples, and quadruples

Figure 3. Spetral omparison of \CalClosed" datawith \Closed" data (0080 0124700101 PNS003, blak;0059 0122320701 PNS003, blue, respetively). singles (top),doubles (bottom); for details see text.(the maximum event size that an be due to a single pho-ton) along with the model frations for singles and dou-bles aused by sky X-rays, using the SAS task epatplot.There is a small but signi�ant overabundane of singlesfor the internal bakground whih may be due to \bak-side" (atually front-side) illumination of the wafer by ra-diation from the eletronis board. The shadowing obser-vation 0321 0112480201 PNS001 (eFF, Ophiuhus Cloud,see Freyberg & Breitshwerdt 2002) is ompared with theinternal bakground exposure 0355 0106660401 PNS003(eFF), the orresponding single spetra are shown in Fig. 5in blak (Thin1 = 160 nm polyimide+40 nm Al) and blue(Closed = 1mm Al), respetively.4. Temporal effetsFigure 6 shows the long-term deay (see Tab. 1) of the in-ternal alibration soure along with the e�et of inreasedontinuum by very high bakground radiation. Fig. 7 sum-marizes the relations of the 10 � 12 keV ount rates ver-sus time and versus \Disarded Line Counter" (NDISCLIN,see Appendix). From Rev. 200 on a slight inrease is seen
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Figure 4. Event pattern distributions and frations for0059 0122320701 PNS003 (\Closed"), for details see text.(top) while the lower NDISCLIN values (blue) are due tosetup hanges in Rev. 223 (MIPSEL = 2! 1). The lak ofa lear orrelation is supported by Fig. 8 where the totalnumber of events per 20 readout yles (NEPDH) is plottedsequentially (top panel) and several soft-proton ares anbe seen. The bottom panel portrays the relation of theslightly smoothed number of events (NEPDH SM) with thenumber of rejeted olumns (NDISCLIN SM): there seemsto be one almost unrelated omponent (almost onstantNDISCLIN with varying NEPDH) and another strong or-related omponent whih ould explain the diÆulty toidentify a simple single-omponent relation between high-energy ount rate and MIP rate.AknowledgementsThe XMM-Newton projet is an ESA Siene Mission withinstruments and ontributions diretly funded by ESA Mem-ber States and the USA (NASA). The XMM-Newton projetis supported by the Bundesministerium f�ur Bildung und For-shung/Deutshes Zentrum f�ur Luft- und Raumfahrt (BMBF/DLR), the Max-Plank-Gesellshaft, and the Heidenhain-Stif-tung.

Figure 5. Spetral omparison of ExtendedFullFrame mode datawith �lter Thin1 (0321 0112480201 PNS001, blak) and Closed(0355 0106660401 PNS003, blue), singles.

Figure 6. Comparison of low-bakground \CalClosed"(0080 0124700101 PNS003, blue) with high-bakground\CalClosed" (0242 0109890301 PNS005, blak), singles only,time lag � 0:88 a (Tab. 1). The weakening in the Al and Mnlines and in the low-energy ontinuum is due to the deay ofthe 55Fe soure (T1=2 � 2:7a), the inrease mostly visible above� 7 keV is aused by exessively high partile radiation.ReferenesFreyberg M.J., Breitshwerdt D. 2002, these proeedingsFreyberg M.J., Pfe�ermann E., Briel U.G. 2002, these proeed-ingsHaberl F., Bennie P.J., Briel U.G. et al. 2002, these proeedingsKendziorra E., Colli M., Kuster M., Staubert R., MeidingerN., Pfe�ermann E. 1999, SPIE 3765, 204Pfe�ermann E., Br�auninger H., Bihler E. et al. 1999, SPIE3765, 184Str�uder L., Briel U., Dennerl K. et al. 2001, A&A 365, L18
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Figure 7. Lighturve of the 10 � 12 keV rates in \CalClosed"FF mode data, singles (top), the same intensities plotted versusthe orresponding average \Disarded Line Counter" (bottom,without Revs. 248 and 309). For details see text and Appendix.Appendix A: EPIC pn MIP rejetionTo redue the bakground and telemetry rate the on-boardsoftware of the EPIC pn amera is able to rejet minimumionizing partiles (MIPs) by seleting on event amplitudesfor the FullFrame (FF), ExtendedFullFrame (eFF), andLargeWindow (LW) modes. For the faster readout modes{ SmallWindow (SW), FastTiming (TI), and FastBurst(BU) { the proessor is too slow to �nish with the rejetionanalysis of a frame before the data of the next frame arrivein the event analyzer (EPEA). The algorithm makes useof several programmable parameters stored in the auxil-iary housekeeping �le (PAH), where values for quadrants 0,1, 2, and 3 oupy the olumn name range F15xx, F16xx,F17xx, and F18xx, respetively. For brevity we give in thefollowing only the numbers for quadrant 1 (together withthe urrent value { the �gures were hanged during themission). The MIP rejetion sheme (SENDMODE, F1635)an be swithed-o� (value: NO MIP CORR.), done row-wise(MIP CORREC.1) or done olumn-wise (MIP CORREC.2, de-fault). At the read-out events have an amplitude o�set

Figure 8. Exposure 0089 0125960201 PNS003 (see Tab. 1):light urve (top) and relation of ount rate with MIP rate (bot-tom), eah point samples 1:5 s. For details see text.of CMCORR [adu℄ (F1625 = 512). If the amplitude whihis read-out for a pixel exeeds a threshold of MIP [adu℄(F1626 = 3512) then this event is rejeted, also all eventsin this olumn, and also all events in the next MIPSEL(F1636 = 1) olumns to the left and to the right in thisreadout frame. If the number of pixels above this thresh-old exeeds MAXMIP (F1627 = 63) then all events of thisframe are rejeted. The number of rejeted olumns duringMAXFRC (F1638 = 20) analysed frames for a spei� quad-rant is written as \Disarded Line Counter" NDISCLIN tothe PNAUX2 extension of the auxiliary �le (AUX), i.e. aboutevery 1:5 s for the normal FF mode. There is no time-resolved spatial information about the distribution of re-jeted olumns, only the total number of rejetions of aolumn during an exposure is available in the disardedline �les (DLI). If the on-board MIP rejetion is swithedo� or if there are still MIPs found in the data due to inom-plete rejetion by e.g. too high event rates then the SASsoftware (task epframes) applies the algorithm desribedabove to the data and sreens the MIPs on-ground. For apre-launh desription see Kendziorra et al. (1999).


